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TimeTrade’s Essential Banking Package is designed 

to help banks and credit unions quickly address 

the challenges of COVID-19 with industry-leading 

appointment scheduling solutions. Whether your 

bank is moving to an appointment-only model for 

customers who must still visit the branch, providing 

remote access to bankers via phone or video 

conferencing, or some combination of the two, the 

Essential Banking package has you covered. Based on 

nearly 20 years of experience, and our best practices 

resulting from hundreds of successful implementations, 

TimeTrade’s Essential Banking Package is everything 

you need to get up and running in just hours, helping 

you manage to the current moment, while also 

preparing your bank or credit union for future success.

Reduce Call Center Stress

Reduce unnecessary demands on 
your call center staff by allowing 
customers to directly book 
appointments with banking specialists.

Prepare for Increased 
Demand from Federal 
& State Relief Efforts

Make it easy for customers to connect 
with your loan officers to access 
and apply for emergency funding.

Provide Fast, Frictionless, 
and Safe Service

A clear call-to-action that can be used 
across channels reduces customer 
confusion on who to contact when 
they need assistance, and capacity 
based scheduling limits branch traffic.

Why Appointment Scheduling?



Why TimeTrade?
TimeTrade has been the leader in appointment-driven banking for nearly 20 years, serving hundreds of leading banks and 
credit unions. Now more than ever, you need an experienced partner to help you make this transition quickly and without 
jeopardizing customer satisfaction and loyalty. Successfully deploying and managing your appointment scheduling solution is 
critical to ensuring that you—and your customers—get the most from your investment. No other vendor has the experience 
and expertise to get you up and running quickly with a simple but proven solution, while also providing you room to grow 
and customize your appointment strategy in the future. With industry-leading, 99.9% uptime reliability and unmatched privacy 
and security safeguards, it’s no wonder 10 out of the nation’s top 20 banks and financial institutions trust TimeTrade.
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Ready to get started? Talk to a scheduling expert today SCHEDULE A CALL

Package Options

REMOTE ONLY
This option allows for up to 10 phone appointments at a time 
with generic resources and a standard appointment type/
duration.

• Remote Appointments Only (Outbound Calls)

• Single Appointment Type (Phone Appointment)

• Single Text Question: What would you like to discuss?

• Single Duration (15/30/60 minutes)

• Up to 10 Generic Resources

• Email Notifications

• Concierge Mobile App for Appointment Management

• Appointment Analytics

REMOTE + BRANCHES
This option allows for in-branch & remote appointments for 
an unlimited number of locations with 5 generic resources 
per location and a standard appointment type/duration.

• In-branch and Remote Appointments for an Unlimited 
Number of Locations

• Two Appointment Types (Phone and In-branch 
Appointments)

• Single Text Question: What would you like to discuss?

• Single Duration (15/30/60 minutes)

• 5 Generic Resources per Location

• Email Notifications with Logo Branding

• Concierge Mobile App for Appointment Management

• Appointment Analytics

Features

Omnichannel Scheduling
Schedule appointments from 

your website, marketing emails, 
and social media channels

Branch Manager Dashboard
Managers can view all 

appointments for insight 
into remote meetings and 

expected branch traffic

Remote Meeting Integration
Make it easy to meet 
with customers from 
anywhere by offering 

appointments remotely

Employee Mobile App
View upcoming appointments 

and check-in visitors 
through the employee 
Concierge Mobile app

Notifications & Reminders
Send email notifications and 

reminders to boost show rates

Scalable & Secure
Unparalleled security 

combined with 99.9% uptime 
for reliability you can count on

Appointment Analytics
View detailed, actionable 

insights about your 
appointment activity

Video Onboarding
Bring your team up to speed 

fast with comprehensive 
video training

https://www.timetrade.com/router-essential-banking-demo/

